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Details of Visit:

Author: jm6d
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 15 Apr 2012 13.00
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://massagerepublic.com/escort-in-glasgow/cherry-devine-1067.html
Phone: 07745809700

The Premises:

Flat is in the centre of the city. Clean, good light, suitable bed, and a nice collection of implements. 

The Lady:

Cherry is curvy and sexy. She's not long and not thin. One could speak about her ass, her legs, her
smile and so on ??? she looks very good and she dressed well according to my wishes, stockings,
skirt & &. She has a few tattoos and her high-heels make her taller.

The Story:

From the start Cherry made me feel very welcome. I started with warming up her behind and most
of the time saw her being spanked, whipped, tawsed, caned & &. Her buttocks took the most
strokes, finally not only being red but bloodied by the bristles of a bathbrush. Also for instance her
breasts and thighs were treated by hands and implements.
Inside her few limits everything seems possible. How many reacts to the suggestion that her breast
could be caned, which she'd never experienced, with a smile and afterwards proudly displays the
resulting bruises?
Sure, I've got sadistic inclinations, but Cherry embrased them along with the rest of me. When it
came to the harshers implements and strokes Cherry preferred a set number as a help to cope.
Also helping was a dildo ??? her orgasmes were numerous.
I've met spankees and submissives for more than twenty years and my meeting with Cherry is
among the very best. Although I write about the severity ??? the session wouldn't have been this
outstanding if it hadn't been in combination with mutual trust and enjoyment ??? and the beautiful
and cheeky smile of Cherry. She was cheerful, friendly, positive, and concerned with my pleasure,
but certainly didn't mind if what happened was pleasurable for her.
Cherry is submissive and gives a dominant many possibilities. I would imagining that she's good to
adapt her attitude and service to the man she meets, probably also in a more sexual oriented
meeting.
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